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Communication dated 30 December 2016 
received from the Permanent Mission of France 
concerning a Joint Statement on Strengthening 
the Security of High Activity Sealed Radioactive 

Sources 
Joint Statement on Strengthening the Security of High Activity Sealed 

Radioactive Sources 
 

 

 

1. The Secretariat has received a communication dated 30 December 2016 from the Permanent 
Mission of France attaching a Joint Statement on Strengthening the Security of High Activity Sealed 
Radioactive Sources (HASS), endorsed by Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic, 
Denmark Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Morocco, 
Netherlands, Norway, Philippines, Poland, Republic of Korea, Romania, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, Thailand, the United Kingdom, the United States of America, and INTERPOL, and 
requesting the Secretariat to bring the communication and its attachment to the attention of all IAEA 
Member States. 

2. As requested, the communication and its attachment are herewith circulated for the information 
of all Member States. 

 

 



RÉPUBLïQPE FRANÇAISE 

Д印广¿y以位办h TlYïFice议叩，如办/’6{¡yíí^ MííZ似 
d Oz*g^"¿y议“以"У á Исмме 

Vienne，Vendredi 30 décembre 2016 

Note Verbale 

La Représentation Permanente de la France auprès des Nations Unies et des 
Organisations Internationales à Vienne présente ses compliments au Secrétariat de l'Agence 
internationale de l'énergie atomique (AIEA)，et a l'honneur de lui demander de porter à 
rattention de tous les Etats Membres de ГА1ЕА la présente note verbale et la déclaration 
commune jointe intitulée《<MgA “c"沂(y 从úr&d 
似мттау (№[网》qui a été adoptée par l'Allemagne，l'Australie，la Bdgique， le Canada, le 
Chili，le Danemark，l’Espagne, l es Etats-Unis，la Finlande，la France，la Hon grie，Israël， 
Г Italie，le Kazak hstan，la Lituanie， к Maroc，la Norvège，les Pays-Bas, les Philippines，la 
Pologne，la République de Corée，la R épublique tchèque, la Roumanie，le Royaume-Uni， 
Singapour，la Suède, la Suisse, la Thaïlande，et INTERPOL. 

Les Etats Membres de ГА1ЕА souhaitant souscrire à cette déclaration commune sont 
priés d，碼r^i№^c、le Secrétariat de 1，AÏEA par note verbale，et de demander que leur 
comïï^^^iQp goît _H]nsée sous la fbrme d’un document INFCIRC à tous les Etats Membres 

La Repré难ntatjkíí^ermanente de la France saisk cette occasion pour renouveler au 
Secrá^at ^]，Agd^^intemationale de 1,énergie atomique les assurances de sa très haute 
considéràtion、 ， 

P.J: 
JbM/ 例/ от?对ymg从伙…g (И4网 

Secrétariat 
de l'Agence international de Pénergie nucléaire 
V i e n n e  

Schwarzenbergplatz 16-】010 VIENNE-Autriche Tél. : 43.1.501.82.322 - Fax : 43.1.501.82.329 
www.delegA*ance-onu-vienne.org - del.ñ*a.onu@org-ñ*ance.at 

INFCIRC/910 
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RÉPUBLïQPE FRANÇAISE 

以以M 以Í泣办/й я《р广¿y办/’Q¡yíce №^知FM МЯ&У 
d dey 0/^й"^Уй#以從y 知紐/тш以¿шл/ey á 

Vienna，Friday 30 December 2016 

Verba丨 Note 

The Permanent Mission of France to the International Organizations in Vienna presents 
its compliments to the Secretariat of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)，and has 
the honour to request that the IAEA Secretariat brings the present note verbal and the attached 
七沩/ 如泣wew, о” 对re沒< A/gA also 
endorsed by Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile，Czech Republic，Denmark, Finland，France， 
Germany，Hungary，Israel，Italy，Kazakhstan，Lithuania，Morocco，Netherlands, Norway, 
Philippines，Poland, Republic of Korea^ Romania^ Singapore，Spain，Sweden，Switzerland， 
Thailand，United Kingdom，United States and INTERPOL，to the attention of all IAEA 
Member States. 

IAEA Member States wishing to subscribe to asked to inibrm 
the IAEA Secretariat via note verbal，and request that 於^c^^^icatib^e circulated as an 
ÏNFCIRC document to all IAEA Member States./. 〈 

The Permanent Mission of France avails itself 分 renew the IAEA 
assurances of its highest consideration. 

Attachment: 
Jb加í 泣以紀о/? 从?мгсеу (K4*S^ 

То the Secretariat 
of the Internationa! Atomic Energy Agency 

Schwarzenbergplatz 16-1010 VIENNE - Autriche Tél. : 43.1.501.82.322 - Fax : 43.1.501.82.329 
www.de!egñ*ance-onu-vienne.org - del.ñ*a.onu@org-ñ*ance.at 



NUCLEAR SECURITY SUMMIT - 2016 

JOINT STATEMENT 

STRENGTHENING THE SECURITY OF 

HIGH ACTIVITY SEALED RADIOACTIVE SOURCES (HASS) 

AUSTRALIA, BELGIUM, CANADA, CHILE, CZECH REPUBLIC, DENMARK, FINLAND, FRANCE, 
GERMANY, HUNGARY, ISRAEL, ITALY, KAZAKHSTAN，LITHUANIA, MOROCCO, NETHERLANDS, 

NORWAY，PHILIPPINES, POLAND, REPUBLIC OF KOREA，ROMANIA, SINGAPORE，SPAIN, SWEDEN, 
SWITZERLAND, THAILAND, UNITED KINGDOM, UNITED STATES AND INTERPOL 

A/ The international ñ*amework on the safbtyi and security of high activity sealed radioactive 
sources] includes international conventions^ and non-legally binding IAEA guidance and 
recommendations、supplemented by periodic review meetings and progress reports processes夭 丁he 
importance and quality of these texts should encourage their universal implementation. 

Despite the quality and progressive strengthening of this international framework, the management 
of the end of lifb of HASS remains an area fbr fbrther action. In this regard，we note that to date no 
overall assessment of this ñ*amework has been undertaken. Through such an assessment, the 
Member States of the IAEA would be able to make decisions as to the appropriate approach to 
strengthen the existing framework to better manage the end of lifë of HASS withdrawn ñ*om 
service, based upon the best available legal and technical data. 

Upgrades of the international framework should be related to a complete lifb-cycle management of 
HASS, including when appropriate the return-to-a-supp]ier principle. Removing disused HASS to a 
third location fbr reuse, recycling or disposal may be considered. To avoid an inadequate storage of 
disused HASS, it may also be necessary to encourage the creation of national interim storage and/or 
disposal fhcilities. 丁his supposes, in turn, encouraging the development of national policies fbr the 
management of disused HASS by each user country. Returning HASS to a supplier can require 
substantial administrative coordination in order to come to mutuaüy acceptable conditions and 
arrangements fbr the parties involved. In this regard，policies carried out by supplier States to 
anticipate on the end of lifb of HASS añer they are withdrawn ñ*om service should be encouraged. 
Further IAEA guidance and recommendations on these aspects may represent a usefbl contribution. 

B/ The specific needs met bv HASS in certain medical applications or industrial technologies 
mav over time and ¡n some cases be met bv technologies based on sources of lower activity and, in 
some specific cases, no radioactive sealed sources at a¡t. Further such non-HASS technologies are 
being pursued under an international research and development effbrt. As replacement technologies 

* This approach integrating safety and security is reflected in üie Code of Conduct on the safety and security of radioactive sources. ！t is also 
important to stress that safbty measures, by making it more difficult to access radioactive sources may also contribute indirectly to their security. 

2 The definition of such HASS will be appreciated by sponsors regarding the fbrums ¡n which this gift basket will be used and the specific topics that 
will be dea!t with. 

3 Especially the /”泣对/о/? cw 伙泛公例?/..ам/о/? (ICSANT) which entered into fbrce in 2007 and has 8 6 
State Parties in 2015. 

4 丁he (?0办 q/*o” q/*尺(the “Code of Conduct”）and its related guidance are non-legally binding. 
128 States have made a political commitment towards the recommendation contained in the Code and related guidance. IAEA Nuclear Saibty 
Standards and Nuclear Security Series (notably NSS n。9, 11 and 14) comp lement the Code and its related guidance. 

)A formalized report process f br States in using the Code of Conduct was established in 2006 to assess their progress, identify fbrther needs and 
benefit ñ*om each othefs experience 
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mature，end-users an d States can consider fhctors such as safbty，perfbrmance, convenience, and 
cost. Users should be encouraged investigate their possibilities fbr a transition to the comparable or 
better technology if it exists. Their progressive use of such technology can potentially help to 
reduce management constraints fbr end-users and States, but would also contribute to reduce the 
global amount of HASS in the world as on e way to limit some security issues associated to these 
radioactive sources. 

In this regard, the overall volume of HASS could be ultimately limited to the applications fbr which 
suitable replacement technologies do not exist，taking into account the state of scientific and 
technical knowledge, the economic sustainability fbr the end-users and the acceptability fbr States 
and end-users. Some achievements have already been observed in terms of technology transition、 
To achieve this outcome, economically and technically viable and attractive technologies would 
need to be developed through research and development. Barriers to the spread of such technologies 
(technical, legal, economic etc.) would also need to be identified and bridged. 

Such a transition effort can only be a long-term non-prescriptive objective. It must remain an 
encouragement to States to support R&D on innovative technologies and for end-users to 
adopt those that have a positive overall cost-benefit balance regarding their technical efficacy， 
their economic benefit and their safety and security implications, both for the authorities and 
end-users. This encouragement must, at no point, be interpreted in a way that would affect 
States’ sovereign technological choices and their right to develop and use technologies using 
radioactive materiaHs for peaceful purposes. 

C/ A grout) of supplier States has worked together towards the aim of harmonizins export control 
procedures fbr HASS observing the principles of the Code of Conduct and related guidance and to 
improve the complete Mfb-cycle management ibr HASS. Some States have cooperated with the 
IAEA to set up programs lbr repatriation of vulnerable disused HASS exported in the past，while 
recognizing that these operations are expensive and have to be considered in a subsidiary approach. 
АП effbrts should be made to ensure that viable, safb and secure end-ofHifb solutions will be 
available in the fbture fbr high-activity sealed sources currently being exported. 

丁his implies，in particular, a stronger cooperation between supplier States as well as between these 
supplier States and recipient States to develop good practises on imports and exports and on the 
management of the end of tifb of HASS，including on their return-to-a-supp¡ier and fbr their 
removal to a third location fbr recycling or disposal. 

T h e / / o c  G r o 吵 q/an infbrmal group that meets annually in the margins of the 
IAEA meeting on the Code of Conduct, could be the appropriate fbrum to develop such good 
practices. Furthermore，¡nfbrmation exchanges between supplier States but also between all States 
could be useful to ease the end of lifb management process after a source ¡s withdrawn ñ*om service. 

氺本氺 

6 丁hough there has been no medical or scientific study to compare the two technologies，the technical possibility exists to replace blood irradiators 
using cesium chloride high activity sources by X-ray devices. Similarly, X-Ray generators may be used fbr certain applications in industrial 
radiography. 

2 
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Gathered in Washington on the occasion of the fourth Nuclear Security Summit，the 
leaders of Australia, Belgium, Canada, Chile, Czech Republic，Denmark, Finland, France， 
Germany, Hungary，Israel, Ita里y, Kazakhstan, Lithuania，Morocco, Netherlands，Norway， 
Philippines, Poland, Republic of Korea, Romania, Singapore, Spain, Sweden，Switzerland, 
Thailand, United Kingdom，United States and Interpol recognize that the shared goal of 
nuclear security can be advanced by strengthening further the security of high activity sealed 
radioactive sources (HASS) and，considering what precedes，affirm their commitment to 
encourage and support such an effort through the foHowing scope of work，from 2016 
onwards: 

> Strengthening further the international framework applicable to radioactive sources by: 

Z Continuing to encourage States that have not yet done so to become party to the 
Л?化íw //7e and to make a 
political commitment towards the CoJe q/，q/ 

and to its related guidance. 

Z Encouraging the IAEA to assess the existing international framework applicable to 
radioactive sources in order to identify the gaps related to their security (i.e. in their physical 
protection) and associated issues of safbty，and t o make guidance and recommendations to 
bridge such gaps. 

Z Encouraging the IAEA to develop guidance and recommendations on the long-term 
management of disused HASS in order to identify appropriate storage and disposal practices 
as well as to define better the requirements to ensure the safb and secure end-of*lifb 
management of HASS，including the return-to-a-supplier principle and the ways it could be 
put into practice. 

> Supporting the development of non-HASS technologies (whether isotopic or not) through 
research and development，and promoting them as far as technically and economicaHy 
acceptable by: 

Z Encouraging the IAEA and Member States to promote and support research efforts on 
the development of technically and economically realistic and acceptable non-HASS 
technologies, incorporating in these effbrts the manufacturers, end-users, standards-setting 
bodies and technical experts; 

Z Encouraging the IAEA and Member States to initiate diseussions on how to take into 
consideration radiológica里 security implications in their regulatory arrangements fbr HASS-
based technologies; 

Z Encouraging the IAEA and Member States to exchange on the barriers that Hmit or could 
！imit the spread of non-HASS technologies and on possible ways to tackle them. 

> Deepening further international cooperation to better manage the end of life of HASS by: 

Z Promoting the development of safe and secure storage fbr HASS as well as efficient 
disposal facilities in the recipient States，such as the su pport of storage until arrangements ibr 
long-term disposal are implemented; 

3 
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Z Providing assistance to requesting States which lack adequate resources to hetp them，to the 
extent feasible，to secure and dispose of disused HASS exported by the sponsoring States; 

Z Encouraging supplier States to use the existing IAEA guidance and recommendations 
and to share good practices on the export of HASS and on the complete lifb-cyde 
management of HASS，including the return-to-a-supplier principle; 

Z Encouraging information exchanges among supplier States on the reporting of export and 
repatriation of radioactive sources，as we¡¡ as on practices of repatriation or other methods of 
securing disused HASS previously exported in fbreign countries; and 

Z Encouraging States to voluntarily share information, through the IAEA，on how they 
dispose of disused radioactive sources and on their national legislation and practices retated 
to the security of high activity radioactive sealed sources. 

The sponsoring States further commit to report periodicaUy on the progress achieved in 
these fields in the context of the review process of IAEA’s Code of Conduct on the Safety and 
Security of Radioactive Sources. 

4 
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